The laws of thermodynamics can be extended to the nanoscale, where fluxes are fluctuating quantities [1] [2] [3] [4] . The second law of thermodynamics implies that in mesoscopic systems entropy increases on average but leaves open the possibility for these systems to transiently absorb heat from their environment when driven out of equilibrium. Fluctuation relations relate the probability to produce a certain amount of entropy and to reduce the same amount of entropy during a fixed time interval [2, 5] , and have been confirmed with different experimental setups [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Extreme-value statistics of thermodynamic fluxes characterize the most extreme deviations from the average behaviours. Here we report on the experimental measurement of stochastic entropy production and of records of negative entropy. For this purpose we employ a metallic double dot under a constant external DC bias which realizes a nonequilibrium steady state. We find that the cumulative distribution of entropy production's negative record is bounded at all times by a limiting exponential distribution with a mean value equal to minus the Boltzmann constant [11] [12] [13] . Using this result, we derive an upper bound for the average maximal entropy uptake by a mesoscopic system from its environment in a finite time, and demonstrate this result with experimental data. Our work provides general bounds and equalities for the extreme-value statistics of correlated random variables about which not much is known [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Our results will help to shed light on the statistics of overheating events in single-electronic devices which are relevant for the design of reversible computing devices operating near minimal heat dissipation governed by Landauer's principle [19] .
The laws of thermodynamics can be extended to the nanoscale, where fluxes are fluctuating quantities [1] [2] [3] [4] . The second law of thermodynamics implies that in mesoscopic systems entropy increases on average but leaves open the possibility for these systems to transiently absorb heat from their environment when driven out of equilibrium. Fluctuation relations relate the probability to produce a certain amount of entropy and to reduce the same amount of entropy during a fixed time interval [2, 5] , and have been confirmed with different experimental setups [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Extreme-value statistics of thermodynamic fluxes characterize the most extreme deviations from the average behaviours. Here we report on the experimental measurement of stochastic entropy production and of records of negative entropy. For this purpose we employ a metallic double dot under a constant external DC bias which realizes a nonequilibrium steady state. We find that the cumulative distribution of entropy production's negative record is bounded at all times by a limiting exponential distribution with a mean value equal to minus the Boltzmann constant [11] [12] [13] . Using this result, we derive an upper bound for the average maximal entropy uptake by a mesoscopic system from its environment in a finite time, and demonstrate this result with experimental data. Our work provides general bounds and equalities for the extreme-value statistics of correlated random variables about which not much is known [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Our results will help to shed light on the statistics of overheating events in single-electronic devices which are relevant for the design of reversible computing devices operating near minimal heat dissipation governed by Landauer's principle [19] .
Single-electron transistors (SETs) and single-electron boxes form a toolbox for quantitative experimental studies of stochastic thermodynamics [20] .
These lowtemperature devices allow the measurement of charge states at the precision of single-electron occupation under periodically-driven nonequilibrium protocols [21, 22] . Counting charges in single-island devices does not provide information on the direction of electron transport, a feature that is key to characterize entropy production. Single-electron devices with multiple islands enable to overcome this limitation by facilitating the measure of charge flow direction [22, 23] and thus provide an excellent test bench for results of steady-state thermodynamics.
We investigate the electron transfer in a metallic single- For all values of the bias voltage except for V b = 25 µV, the error bars are smaller than the symbol size. For both panels (E) and (F) the horizontal black line is the theoretical lower bound −kB given by the infimum law [11] , see Eq. (4).
electron device with two islands, which we refer to as double dot. In this experimental setup, the two islands are tunnel-coupled to two leads and to each other and capacitively coupled to two detectors (Fig. 1A ). An external DC bias voltage V b is applied within the two leads and brings the system to a nonequilibrium steady state. The system exhibits single electron currents where electrons tunnel between leads and islands (Fig. 1B) . The double dot can be described as a four-state system n = (n L , n R ) with n L,R ∈ {0, 1} as the left and right Coulomb-blockaded islands can be occupied by either zero or one extra electron [24] . The charge state of each island is detected by the SET detector coupled to the corresponding island (Fig. 1C) and the mesoscopic currents in the double dot are inferred from the charge state n of the double dot (Fig. 1D) . Our experiment provides a sufficient signalto-noise ratio of the detected currents in order to detect accurately single-electron transitions. Each single realization is characterized by stochastic trajectories of duration t of the charge state {n(τ )} t τ =0 with initial state n 0 = n(0), final state n N (t) = n(t) and N (t) tunneling events that occur at times t j from state n j−1 to n j . From these stochastic trajectories we calculate the stationary probability P st (n) for the double dot to be in a given charge state n and the transition rates from n to n defined as Γ(n → n ) = N n→n /(P st (n)τ ) where N n→n is the observed number of transitions during the measurement time τ [23] .
Stochastic entropy production S is a key observable in steady-state thermodynamics of mesoscopic systems. For stationary Markov jump processes S(t) is defined as a measure of the time irreversibility of mesoscopic trajectories {n(τ )} t τ =0 [25, 26] 
where log denotes here natural logarithm. The first term in (1) can be interpreted as the system entropy change ∆S sys (t) [9, 26] and we call the remainder term
j=1 Γ(n j−1 → n j )/Γ(n j → n j−1 ) entropy flow [27] . The quantity S e (t) is also known as action functional [25, 28] . If the environment consists of several thermal reservoirs and local detailed balance holds, S e (t) = − k Q k (t)/T k is the environmental entropy change, where −Q k (t) is the heat dissipated to a thermal reservoir at temperature T k [24] . When averaging over many trajectories Ṡ = Ṡ e ≥ 0, reflecting the second law of thermodynamics. Here and further we denote time derivatives with a dot and averages over many realizations of the stationary process by · .
Since the dynamics of the charge state of the double dot is a stationary Markov jump process, we evaluate the stochastic entropy production along the mesoscopic trajectories of the double dot using Eq. (1), for different values of the bias voltage V b (Fig. 2A) . Traces of S(t) exhibit transiently negative values but increase with time on average, in agreement with the second law. We find that the Joule dissipated power is linearly proportional to the average rate of stochastic entropy production ( Fig. 2A  inset) . We can then define a proportionality constant T eff via the relation
In Eq. (2) the average electric current between the two islands is defined as
) with e the elementary charge. The proportionality constant T eff 1 K has units of temperature. Note that T eff is not a local temperature but characterizes the nonequilibrium nature of the environment. It is one order of magnitude larger than the the base temperature (T = 50 mK) and the electronic temperature of the superconducting and normal metal components T el ≈ 170 mK [24] . The difference between T eff and T el arises because of strong coupling between the double dot and the detectors in our sample which operate away from equilibrium [24] . Note that in earlier experiments where the detector backaction was minimized, temperatures T eff ∼ T el < 150 mK have been reported [29, 30] with the same type of detectors having weaker dot-detector coupling.
In order to quantify extreme events of negative entropy production, we find the minimum value of stochastic entropy production over a finite time interval t, S min (t) = min τ ∈[0,t] S(τ ), which is a negative random variable S min (t) ≤ 0 , since S(0) = 0 (Fig. 2B) . We evaluate the cumulative distribution function of entropy production's minimum for different bias voltages, both near ( Fig. 2C ) and far from equilibrium (Fig. 2D) . For all bias voltages and time intervals we find that the empirical cumulative distribution of S min (t) is bounded at all times t by an exponential distribution with mean equal to −k B in agreement with the bound [11] Pr (S min (t) ≥ −s) ≥ 1 − e −s/kB , s ≥ 0. Here Pr (·) denotes the probability of an event. Furthermore, the average minimum value of stochastic entropy production (Fig. 2E ) obeys the infimum law [11] 
For small bias, the bound is tight because entropy production jumps are small and the process S(t) can be approximated by a continuous process, whose average entropy-production minimum equals −k B [11] . Note that, for V b = 25 µV, the empirical average record at long times is S min (∞) (−1.01 ± 0.02) k B (Fig. 2F ) which is in agreement with Eqs. (3) and (4) .
We now investigate the minima of entropy flow which can be interpreted as the maxima of entropy uptake by the double dot from the environment. We measure the average of the minimal entropy flow S e min (t) = min τ ∈[0,t] S e (τ ) for different values of the bias voltage V b (see Fig. 3 ). The experimental results are in agreement with the bound
which follows from Eq. (1) and (4) (see Methods). Here we have defined P st min = min n P st (n ). Since the minimal value of the stationary probability P st min ≤ P st (n) for all n, the second term in Eq. (5) is negative and therefore the average of the minimum value of S e (t) can be smaller than −k B as is the case for V b = ±25 µV and V b = 90 µV (Fig. 3) . Therefore, Eq. (5) implies that for steady states with non-uniform probability distributions the average negative record of the entropy flow can be smaller than −k B .
Our work presents the first experimental study of extreme-value statistics of stochastic entropy production in nonequilibrium steady states. We realized nonequilibrium steady states of a Markov jump process using a double dot electronic device. Statistics of ∼10 6 records of negative entropy production in an electronic double dot are in agreement with the bounds (3) and (4), which were derived using Martingale theory [11] . Furthermore, extrema of the entropy flow also satisfy universal bounds (5) which for isothermal processes at temperature T imply the condition
for the average maximal amount of heat Q max (t) that a mesoscopic system absorbs from its environment during a time t. The results presented here can be used to bound maximal single-electronic currents against the direction of the electric field. This may be key to understand the thermodynamics of nano-sized circuits and the statistics of extreme heating events which may be important in reversible computation near Landauer's limit [19] . Methods Experimental setup I: sample. The sample (see Fig. 1A and B) consists of a double dot structure (left normal metal (N) island and right superconducting (S) island in green and orange, respectively) consisting of three NIS junctions with total resistance of R L + R M + R R ≈ 55 MΩ and of 2 single-electron transistors (SETs) as detectors (red and blue), each of resistance 1 MΩ, fabricated using the Fulton-Dolan method [31] . Here, R L , R M and R R are the resistances of left, middle and right junctions of double dot structure, respectively. The fabrication process [24] includes electron beam lithography and three angle shadow evaporation of metals, Al (as S) and Cu (as N) [32] .
Experimental setup II: measurement. The sample chip is enclosed in a sample stage [33] with 12 measurement lines and placed in a dilution fridge with base temperature of 50 mK. All the signal lines are filtered by Thermocoax cable between 1 K and base temperature and the sample stage was thermally anchored to the mixing chamber. The DC voltage sources (Agilent 33522B) are used to provide the bias voltages V b , V b,det,L and V b,det,R to the double dot structure, left detector and right detector, respectively. The same kind of DC voltage sources are used to control the gate voltages of left V g,detL and right V g,detR detectors, and of the left V g,L and right V g,R islands of the double dot. During the measurement, the bias voltage V b of the double dot is fixed to the desired value. The detector bias V b,det,α (α = L, R for the left and right detectors respectively) and gate V g,det,α voltages are optimized to get the maximal signal to noise ratio. The backaction is not optimised leading to effective temperature of ≈ 1 K.
The output currents from left and right detectors, I det,L and I det,R , are passed through two amplifiers (DLPCA-200), with an amplification factor of 10 10 . The amplifiers transform currents into voltage signals and the amplified signal of duration 15 s is passed through an optoisolator and recorded by a 24-bit digitizer (NI 9239) at a sampling rate of f = 25 kHz. We repeat measurements of 15 s many times and combine the data into a single stationary trace of durations of the order of hours.
Filtering and digitization of the detector currents The measured detector currents I meas det,α (t) (α = L, R for the left and right detectors respectively) are filtered using a digital low-pass filter from MATLAB. We use a fourth order infinite impulse response (IIR) low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 2 kHz, because the changes in the detector signals, due to electron jumps, occur at a rate of ∼100 Hz. We then discretize the filtered current I det,α (t) of each detector by assigning values 0 or 1 at each time as follows: i) first we compute the histogram of each detector current; ii) we introduce a current threshold I th det,α for each detector whose value is set at the local minimum between the two peaks of each histogram of the current (I min α and I max α ); iii) we set the value of the charge state of the island α = L, R at time t, n α (t), to the value n α (t) = 1 if the filtered current exceeds the threshold I det,α (t) > I th det,α and we set n α (t) = 0 if the filtered current is below the threshold value I det,α (t) < I th det,α . Such procedure is repeated systematically in each experiment for each detector current. The normalized currents i α (t) shown in Fig. 1D are obtained as
The charge state of the double dot n(t) is determined from the charge state of the islands n α (t) in the following manner: first we definen(t) = (n L (t), n R (t)). From the traces ofn(t) we obtain n(t) by eliminating all transitions that involve the change of states of both detectors, (0, 0) ↔ (1, 1) and (0, 1) ↔ (1, 0), with dwell times below a threshold τ dwell = 0.28 ms, to remove the spurious jumps introduced due to filtering (see [24] for details).
Lower bound for the average negative record of the entropy flow. Equation (1) can be rewritten as
where we have used the definition of the entropy flow S e (t) = k B log
. Equations (7) and (4) imply 
.).
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION S1. SAMPLE FABRICATION
The sample fabrication process consists of two electron beam lithography (EBL) steps, each followed by deposition of thin metal films by shadow evaporation.
The first step is needed for ground plane deposition (orange structures in Fig. S4 ). This is done as follows: A polymer resist (approximately 300 nm thick layer of positive e-beam resist ALLRESIST AR-P 6200) is prepared on top of the wafer by spin-coating a silicon substrate covered by 300 nm thick layer of thermally-grown silicon oxide. Then the wafer is exposed to 100 kV electron beam for defining the gate electrodes and a continuous ground plane electrode to facilitate on-chip filtering of spurious microwave photons [34] . A low beam current (1 nA) is used for small structures (< 6 µm) that will be located close to the junctions, and high current (200 nA) is used for large structures (few 100 µm) that form the pads for bonding different leads and gates. After EBL, the exposed wafer is developed using developer AR 600-546, followed by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) rinse and N 2 dry. The structures are metallized by evaporating 2 nm of Ti, 30 nm of Au and then 2 nm of Ti. The bottom Ti helps the Au to stick to the SiO 2 . Then atomic layer deposition technique is used to grow around 50 nm thick Al 2 O 3 dielectric layer on the wafer to isolate the ground plane from the bias leads and tunnel junction structures.
A second lithography step is applied for the fabrication of tunnel junctions using multi-angle shadow evaporation through a suspended mask. For this step, a Gebased mask is used [20] . The mask consists of three layers: the topmost layer is approximately 50 nm Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (molecular weight 2.2 million 1.8% in anisole), the middle layer is Ge (22 nm) and the bottom layer is 400 nm methylmethacrylate (MMA) (8.5)-methyl acrylic acid (MAA). After preparing the resist stack, the final pattern is written on the wafer. The electron beam exposed wafer is then developed in a 1:3 solution of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and IPA. After developing, the pattern of the PMMA layer is transferred to the germanium layer by reactive ion etching (RIE) with CF 4 gas. After this, an undercut is formed to the copolymer layer by oxygen plasma etching in the RIE machine. This last phase also removes any remaining PMMA. Now the final structure can be deposited through the holes in the Ge and copolymer layers.
To have different resistances for the detector and double dot, one needs to have individual control over the junction transparencies, hence three angle shadow evaporation is used. As the first step 14 nm of Al (blue structures in Fig. S4 ; middle replica of the pattern) is evaporated at normal incidence. Immediately following the deposition, without breaking the vacuum, the chip is exposed to 2 millibars of pure O 2 for 2 min for in-situ oxidation of the Al layer. The oxidation is followed by the evaporation of 30 nm Cu (red structures in Fig. S4) at an angle so that Al from the first evaporation angle and Cu from this step form the junctions (with overlap area of the order of 50 × 75 nm 2 ) for both the right and left detectors. The angles are adjusted so that the overlap in the detectors is not affecting that of the double dot, and vice versa. The detector is evaporated first to ensure that it has lower resistance than the double dot, and to facilitate the measurement of electrons tunneling in the double dot. Next pure O 2 at 5 millibars is used for further oxidation of Al layer. As the final step, 50 nm of Cu (green structures in Fig. S4 ) is evaporated at an angle such that the overlap between this layer and the first Al layer forms the three double dot junctions, each with an overlap area of ≈ 25 × 50 nm 2 .
S2. MEASUREMENT SETUP
The measurement is performed in a homemade dilution refrigerator whose base temperature is around 50 mK. The measurement setup used is shown schematically in Fig. S4 . The bias voltages V b,det,α , α = L, R, across the leads of detectors (in blue) and V b , across the double dot leads (in blue and green), are applied using a commercial voltage source (Agilent 33522B). DC gate voltages, V g,det,α and V g,α , tuning offset charges on the normalmetal islands (in red and green) and the superconducting island (blue) are applied using a commercial voltage source (Agilent 33522B). The single-electron currents I The resistances R T,det,L = 1 MΩ, R T,det,R = 1.4 MΩ and charging energies E C,det,L = 80 µeV, E C,det,R = 90 µeV of the detectors, and the common superconducting gap ∆ = 200 µeV are extracted from the I-V characteristics using standard numerical simulations based on the Fermi's golden rule and the master equation [35] .
To measure the I-V characteristics of the double dot structure, we replace the grounding from the right end of the structure by an amplifier (Femto LCA-2-10T), with amplification coefficient 10 −12 A/V, connected to a digital multimeter (Agilent 34410A). Both the gate voltages, V g,L and V g,R are swept for each value of the bias voltage V b . For the lowest values of the bias voltage for which |eV b | < ∼ 3∆, a direct current measurement was not achievable due to its very low value (∼ 10 −18 A), thus the right end of the double dot was grounded as shown in Fig. S4 and the output currents I meas det,α (t) from both the detectors were used to infer the current through the double dot.
The charging energies and resistances of the double dot are determined as follows: The circles represent the charge states of the dots (nL and nR, yellow), the gates (ng,L and ng,R, orange), the detector dots (n det,L and n det,R , red) and the gates to the detectors (n g,det,L and n g,det,R , brown). Dark spots correspond to the triple points at which the energies of three charge states are degenerate and the electric current can flow through the device. (B) V b = 120 µV. The triple points grow into triangles because finite bias allows electrons to pass through the double dot away from degeneracy. The shape of the honeycomb structure and of the triangles allows us to determine the charging energies of the islands [36] .
through the double dot. The applied magnetic field H turns the superconductor into normal, thus increasing the number of electron tunneling events and the net current to ≈ 100 fA.
2. We measure the current through the double dot for the bias voltage, V b ≈ 0 µV and V b = 120 µV, at different gate voltages V g,L and V g,R to obtain the stability diagram (see Fig. S5 ). Comparing this diagram to the theory from [36] we extract the charging energies, E C,L = 60 µeV, E C,m = 10 µeV and E C,R = 40 µeV, of left, middle and right doubledot junctions, respectively.
3. We obtain the total resistance of all three doubledot junctions in series to be R L + R m + R R 55 MΩ, from room temperature I-V measurement.
S3. DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT: CHARGING ENERGIES, TUNNELING RATES, DETECTOR BACK-ACTION AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE.
The theory of charge transport through a double dot is outlined in the review [36] . In this section we use results relevant to our experiment and adapt them to our particular setup, in which a double dot is capacitively coupled to two detectors. We also clarify the mechanism of detector back-action, which leads to the enhanced effective temperature.
The Markovian dynamics of the system is governed by the master equatioṅ
Here the indexes m, n enumerate the four possible states of the double dot: (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1); we use the shorthand notation Γ n m for the transition rate from the initial state m to the final state n; and P (n) is the occupation probability of the state n.
The transition rates in Eq. (S8) are determined by the resistances of three tunnel junctions, connecting the dots and the leads, and by Coulomb energy barriers associated with electron tunneling. In order to determine the latter we consider the energy of the whole system "double quantum dot + detectors" (see Fig. 1A and Fig. S4 ),
The first term in Eq. (S9), E dot (n), is the electrostatic energy of the double dot, the second and the third terms are the electrostatic energies of the detectors, the fourth and fifth terms describe the capacitive coupling between the dots and the detectors, and the last term is the relevant part of the energy of the voltage source. N L and N R , appearing in the last term in Eq. (S9) are the total numbers of electrons in the left and right leads respectively. For simplicity, we have omitted similar terms containing bias voltages applied to the detectors. We have also assumed that the double dot is biased symmetrically, i.e. the potential of the left lead is V b /2, while the potential of the right lead is −V b /2. This assumption is not restrictive since any asymmetry in the bias may be absorbed in the shifts of gate voltages. The energy of the double dot has the form
The charging energies of the islands, E C1 , E C2 , of the detectors, E C,det,L , E C,det,R , and the coupling energies E C,m , E c,L , E c,R , are defined as follows
The capacitances between different metallic electrodes of the system are defined in Fig. S4 ; the total capacitances of the islands read
Here we have assumed that the capacitance between the two dots is small, C m C L , C R . The dimensionless gate induced charges of the metal-
Transitions between the charging states of the double dot occur if an electron jumps through one of the three tunnel junctions. After a transition from the initial state m to the final state n the electron acquires an energy −Q n m = E(m) − E(n) which equals to the difference of the system energy Eq. (S9) before and after the jump. This energy gain is quickly redistributed between electrons, phonons etc., hence it can be viewed as Joule heat associated with the transition. Minus sign in front of Q n m comes from the convention used in the main text, where Q was considered to be positive if energy is extracted from the environment by the double dot. The heat increments are antisymmetric, Q n m = −Q m n . Therefore only six heat increments are needed to characterize the energetics of all 12 possible transitions in our system. The corresponding heat exchanges evaluated at fixed values of the detector charges, which is indicated by the superscript ∼, read
These heat exchanges depend on instantaneous values of the charges of the detectors n det,L and n det,R . The latter fluctuate in time with typical frequency I meas det,α /e > ∼ 0.1 GHz, which is much higher than the sampling data acquisition rate f = 25 kHz. Hence experimentally measurable heat increments are given by expressions (S13) averaged over the detector charges,
The transition rate from the initial state (m) to the final state (n) at fixed n det,L , n det,R is given bỹ
Here R nm is the resistance of the junction in which the electron jump occurs, N i (E) and f i (E) are, respectively, the density of states and distribution function in the initial electrode, N f (E) and f f (E) are, respectively, the density of states and the distribution function in the destination electrode. The density of states in the normal metals equals to 1, while in the superconductors it has the usual form N S (E) = θ(|E| − ∆)|E|/ √ E 2 − ∆ 2 , where ∆ is the superconducting gap. The transitions (0, 0) ↔ (1, 1) occur by simultaneous cotunneling of two electrons through two junctions. The corresponding rates are defined by more complicated integrals, which we do not provide here for simplicity.
According to our estimates, based on the measured transition rates in the interval k B T el < Q n m < ∆, where they almost do not depend on Q n m , the distribution functions in all electrodes can be rather well approximated by Fermi function with the electron temperature T el ≈ 170 mK. This temperature is higher than the base temperature 50 mK. The transition rates measured in the experiment are given by the integrals (S15) averaged over the fluctuations of the detector charges,
In Table I we list all experimentally measured rates Γ 1, 1) . In both cases one electron is transferred from the right to the left lead. Thus, for sufficiently long observation time the total charge transferred from the left lead to the right one reads
where we have used the fact that the electron charge is negative and equals to −e. In Eq. (S18) N 1 (t) = N + 1 (t)− N − 1 (t) is the net number of completed cycles of the type 1 up to time t, i.e. the total number of completed cycles of type 1, N + 1 (t), minus the total number of cycles of type 1 completed in reverse order, N − 1 (t). Similarly N 2 (t) and δq(t) denote respectively the net number of completed cycles of the type 2 and the contribution of incomplete cycles 1 or 2 up to time t.
An expression similar to Eq. (S18) can be derived for stochastic entropy production. Namely, one finds
where A 1 , A 2 are the affinities of the cycles 1 and 2 introduced before, 
We have verified that for all bias voltages the cycles 1 and 2 give the dominating contribution to the entropy production. The contribution of other cycles is suppressed by the low transition rates between the states (0, 0) and (1, 1) . Hence with a good accuracy we can omit the nonextensive terms δq(t), δS(t) in Eqs. (S18) and (S19) in the long time limit, when the contribution of incomplete cycles 1 or 2 also becomes small. In the absence of detector back-action the detailed balance condition (S17), in combination with the the identities for the heat exchanges (S13),Q (S18) and (S19) we find that in this ideal case a simple relation between Joule heat and entropy production holds, I V b = T el Ṡ . However, in the experiment detailed balance is broken by detector back-action. Under these conditions the Joule heat and the entropy production are related via a proportionality constant,
defined as
Applying usual full counting statistics methods [37] to the master equation (S8) one can find the average numbers of cycles in the long-time limit, and under the assumption that Γ 
The normalization factor N 0 is the same in both equations, it is the sum of various triple products of the rates. Equations (S22) and (S23) fix the ratio N 1 / N 2 and allow us to calculate T eff counting cycles in the double dot experiment. The values of T eff obtained using Eq. (S23) for different bias voltages are listed in Table I . They vary from 0.79 K to 1.56 K with the average value around 1 K, in agreement with the linear fit in the inset of Fig. 2A in the Main Text. We also find that the cycle affinities A 1 and A 2 are rather close to each other for all bias voltages except for V b = 25µV, where they differ by a factor of two, see Table I . We now demonstrate that the value T eff = 1K can be at least partially explained by the back-action of the detectors on the double dot. Detailed analysis of back-action is not the main focus of this paper, therefore we here restrict ourselves to simple estimates. We note that averaging the rates (S15) over detector charge fluctuations results in the replacement of the distribution function in the normal metal by an effective distribution function. For example, if an electron jumps through the left junction, one should replace the distribution function in the left normal dot by the following combination
is the probability for the left detector island to have n det,L extra electrons. Next, one can roughly approximate the function f L eff (E) by a Fermi function with the same average energy of an electron, f F (E, T eff ). Imposing the condition of equal average energies in the form
we arrive at the following expression for the effective tem-perature of the left normal island
Here we have defined the average squared fluctuations of the detector charge
and introduced the efficiency of the left detector η L = E c,L /2E C,det,L . The latter is defined as the shift of dimensionless gate charge of the detector induced by one extra electron in the left dot. Repeating the same procedure, we find the effective temperatures of the normal leads adjacent to the middle and right junctions,
In the experiment we find
µeV, E C,det,R = 90 µeV. The detectors are biased a little bit above the conductance threshold 2(∆ + E C,det,α )/e. At this bias, and for high current state of the detector, corresponding to one extra electron in the dot which the detector monitors, only two allowed charging states of the detector island are populated, let's say n det,α = 0 and n det,α = 1. Their occupation probabilities are approximately the same and equal to 1/2. The average value of the detector charge then equals to 0.5. Hence for both detectors we find δn (S28) These effective temperatures significantly exceed the electronic temperature of the double dot T el ≈ 170 mK. The value of T eff for the whole device (S22) is even larger than the effective temperatures of the leads adjacent to the left, middle and right junctions given by (S28). This is because T eff is rather sensitive to the gate voltages V g,L , V g,R . This dependence was ignored in our calculations. Other back-action mechanisms, like, for example, emission of non-equilibrium phonons by the detectors may also contribute to increase T eff and may require separate theoretical analysis. Thus, our theoretical model reveals the significant contribution of the detector backaction to the experimental value of T eff .
S4. DATA ANALYSIS
We introduce a discrete representation n(t) for the charge state of the electronic double dot obtained from the digitized detector currents n α (t), interpreted as charge states of islands α = L, R and described in Methods. The procedure to obtain n(t) from n α (t) is described below. First we combine n α (t) into a tracen(t) = (n L (t), n R (t)) described by a sequence of states {n(t)} ≡ {n(i∆t)} t/∆t i=0 , with the sampling rate f = 1/∆t = 25 kHz. The low-pass filter applied to the current signal I meas det,α (t), α = L, R, to get the charge state n α (t) of the corresponding island (see Methods) introduces stochastic jitter of time instants when changes in n α (t) occur. This jitter may affect coincident jump events in both detectors corresponding to the transitions that involve the change of states of both detectors, (0, 0) ↔ (1, 1) and (0, 1) ↔ (1, 0), as they can be interpreted as sequential individual jumps in two detectors. To distinguish correctly coincident jump events from sequential individual jumps in the two detectors, we remove from the traceŝ n(t) jump events that involve changes of the charge states of both detectors if these events occur in a shorter time than a threshold value τ th . To achieve this we remove all intermediate set of statesn(t) between the states (0, 1) and (1, 0) (or (0, 0) and (1, 1)) with dwell time [38] smaller than a prescribed threshold τ th . The resulting trace is called n(t) in the Main Text. The threshold value of τ th = 0.28 ms is chosen as a minimal time delay beyond which the rate values are barely affected by the above mentioned dwell time procedure (see Fig. S6 ).
To increase the statistics of jumps in the recorded traces we use the Markov properties of the state traces {n(t)} and merge all N 15-second traces obtained for the same value of V b into a single trace {n tot (t)} of total duration τ = 15N seconds. This single trace {n tot (t)} is used both for calculation of stationary transition rates Γ(n → n ) from state n to state n and occupation probabilities P st (n) of the state n and for calculation of traces and statistics of the stochastic entropy production S(t) and the entropy flow S e (t). To obtain the stationary transition rates Γ(n → n ) from the time trace {n tot (t)}, we count the number of transitions N n→n that occur from state n to state n for each bias voltage V b value. We calculate the transition rate between the states n and n using [23] Γ(n → n ) = N n→n P st (n)τ .
where τ is the time duration of the experiment and
is the empirical steady-state occupation probability of the state n, calculated as the fraction of the total time when the double dot stays in state n. The traces of stochastic entropy production S(t) and of the entropy flow S e (t) are calculated using the empirical transitions rates (S29), occupation probabilities P st n (S30) from the time trace {n tot (t)}. The general formula for stochastic entropy production [2] is given by S(t) = k B log P ({n(t)}) P ({n(−t)}) ,
where P ({n(t)}) denotes the probability to observe the trajectory {n(t)} and P ({n(−t)}) the probability to observe the corresponding time-reversed trajectory {n(−t)}. If the process {n(t)} is Markovian, Eq. (S31) reduces to Eq. (1) in the Main Text which we use for all our calculations of records of S(t). Figure S7 shows that the waiting-time distributions ψ (n L ,n R ) (t) for all the states of the double dot (n L , n R ) = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} are exponential for V b = 25µV and V b = 90µV thus confirming that the dynamics of the charge state of the double dot is indeed Markovian. To achieve an optimal statistical usage of the data for calculating entropy-production and action-functional records, we apply a sliding window procedure: For a certain time window duration τ w we use (possibly) overlapping sub-traces of {n tot (t)} with time intervals m∆t < t < m∆t + τ w for the mth sample trace. The value ∆t of a time shift is chosen to be 10 times larger than the decay time of the autocorrelation function of {n tot (t)} to avoid unwanted correlations in different sample traces.
